5th Regional Stakeholder Group Meeting (RSGM)

Partner/Region: Date:
Municipality of
3.10.2019
Kavala/Region
of East
MacedoniaThrace

Round:
5th

Participants:
- Eleni Mentesidou, Dimofeleia
- Effrosyni Boskou, Municipality of Kavala
- Panagiotis Karanikolas, Fisherman
- Manos Koutrakis, FRI
- Io Chatzivaryti, local coordinator
Municipality of Kavala
- Christos Tzanakos, Director of Naval
Museum
- Stavros Arvanitakis, Keramoti Farming &
Fishery Cooperative
- Apostolos Giannenas, Keramoti Farming
& fishery Cooperative
- Elena Samourkasidou, Mayor’s advisor in
Urban Planning
- Ioannis Vyzikas, President of the
Traditional Shipbuilding Craftmanship
Insitute of Kavala
-Andreas Karampourniotis, Fish exporter
- Andreas Karagiorgis, Regional Governor’s
Advisor in Primaty Sector

Main outputs:
In this fifth RSGM, the project was introduced for the first
time by the new Municipal administration that stated its
strong will to continue and even invest on CHERISH
programme. The meeting was held at Kavala City Hall. The
new project’s local coordinator presented to the
fishermen, local stakeholders and policy makers what
progress the project been made so far locally, the good
practices of the project. Mrs Samourkasidou, Mayor’s
Advisor in Urban Planning, presented the available policy
tools and the respective funding opportunities. Mrs
Effrosyni Boskou, member of the project team, presented
the proposals that have already been selected during the
project’s ILEEEs and opened the floor to the audience for
new proposals. The meeting ended with valuable input by
the stakeholders on intiatives to be supported in order ot
promote the Cultural Heritage of Fishing the Communities
(CHFC) of our Region.
Main outputs:

- Evaggelia Limperopoulou, Chief of
LEADER/FLAG project
-Konstantinos Papakosmas, representative
of the Local History Office of Vice Regional
Governor, East Macedonia and Thrace
-Konstantinia Mitliagka, represetantive of
the Modern Monuments &Techincal Works
Service , East Macedonia and Thrace
Region
-Michalis Saxamanoglou, Kavalas’s Institute
of Social Movements & Tobacco
- Michalis Lichounas, Ephorate of
Antiquities of Kavala-Thassos
-Michalis Skordas, Head of Kavala’s
Development Company
-Konstantinos Simitsis, Regional Governor
in Development
-Dimitris Panaretos, Munincipality of
Thassos
- George Michailidis, Mayor’s advisor in EU
projects and digital Services
- Roos Garljaard, Cherish LP
- Emmanouil Chatziandreou, Fisherman

- Fishermen, stakeholders and policy makers learnt about
the meaning and goals of CHERISH
- Fishermen got familiar with the people involved in the
project and with the general philosophy of EU projects
- Participants found out how they can contribute to the
project
- Participants reflected to the already selected proposals
and proposed their own really interesting ones.
- The representative of Leader project proposed possible
ways of collaboration with the Municipality to support the
Cherish local proposals. Also announced the forthcoming
calls on Fishermen to develop fishing tourism activities.
- Manos Koutrakis, as Scientific Responsible for PERICLES
project offered his support and active collaboration to the
Cherish project under TEK activities.
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